Master List of Outside Electives for Linguistics and Language Studies Majors
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Please note: Students cannot exceed the maximum of three courses from outside of Linguistics Dept, including study abroad, courses from other institutions, independent study (only one allowed), and courses listed below.

ANTH 139 Language and Culture

APLX 101 Second Language Acquisition
APLX 102 Bilingualism
APLX 112 Language and Gender
APLX 115 Language and Power
APLX 116 Discourse Analysis: Language Use and Context

CMPS 104A Fundamentals of Compiler Design I
CMPS 130 Computational Models
CMPS 140 Artificial Intelligence
CMPS 143 Introduction to Natural Language Processing
CMPS/LING 245 Computational Models Discourse

FREN 114 French Phonetics
FREN 120 French Linguistics

LIT 102 Translation Theory

PHIL 117 Non-Classical Logic
PHIL 119 Intermediate Logic: Otte
PHIL 123 Philosophy of Language

PSYC 119F Language Development
PSYC 125 Psychology and Language

SOCY 143 Conversation Analysis

SPAN 140 Sounds of Spanish
SPAN 150 Introduction to Hispanic Linguistics
SPAN 151 Topics in Hispanic Linguistics: Varieties of Spanish
SPAN 152 Topics in Hispanic Linguistics: Spanish in the U.S.
SPAN 153 Topics in Hispanic Linguistics: Spanish as a Second Language